"As the Army transitions to a multi-domain operations-capable force, we must modernize and transform the sustainment warfighting function capabilities now to respond and enable tactical and operational commanders to expand freedom of action, extend operational reach, and ensure prolonged endurance."

Gen. Ed Daly
Submissions Wanted

Army Sustainment is seeking articles on techniques, tactics, and procedures; emerging trends; lessons learned; and other experiences.

The editorial staff from Army Sustainment is seeking submissions from the community. As with all content submitted to Army Sustainment, it should be sustainment focused, provide professional development information, and should not contain any classified or sensitive information.

Submissions should be well-developed narrative articles and can be opinions, techniques, tactics, and procedures, lessons learned, exploration of new technologies or emerging trends, or other similar content of a valuable nature to fellow sustainers.

General public affairs style coverage or content on units, exercises, initiatives and events that do not otherwise hold additional professional development value are typically not as strong as those submissions that offer real, actionable sustainment information.

While the editorial staff here at Army Sustainment do conduct our own review and editorial process and have authority to approve content submitted to us for public release, we recommend at least some basic professional coordination between the submitting author and their organization’s public affairs or public information office, especially for U.S. personnel working in NATO or other multinational organizations.

Army Sustainment chooses new topics for each bulletin and accepts contributions from the sustainment field. Check out our social media, including our page on Facebook, to learn about upcoming topics.
SHAPING the SUSTAINMENT FORCE for the FUTURE

The Army is currently in the midst of its biggest transformation in more than 40 years as we rapidly develop, acquire, and field new equipment and leap-ahead technologies, along with the skillsets, people, and force structure necessary to fight and win on the future battlefield. While weapons systems and equipment may change over time, the one constant is the need to supply, maintain, and sustain those systems from our depots, arsenals, ammunition plants, and installations through ports of embarkation and debarkation to the tactical edge, which requires focusing on mobility, fuel, material management, and the importance of organic maintenance capabilities forward in the battlespace. Sustainment brigades are division-aligned to mission command sustainment units to provide distributed commodity management. Expeditionary sustainment commands (ESC) are corps-aligned, and theater sustainment commands (TSC) are Army service component command-aligned. TSCs and ESCs are the centers of gravity for operational and tactical sustainment. The TSC receives units and equipment from the SSA to the tactical edge, while the ESC is the functional headquarters to manage the throughput, distribution, oversight, commodity management, and sustainment planning for a corps commander.

We cannot allow the Army to modernize without transforming the sustainment warfighting function capabilities for the future. The sustainment enterprise must be proactive in maximizing sustainment capabilities for LSCO in MDO at the TSC, ESC, and division levels. One aspect that makes our Army the finest in the world is our ability to project and sustain combat power worldwide across all domains. Now more than ever, we must look at how we are structured currently and for the next 20 years to meet the challenges of the future. The sustainment force for LSCO in MDO at the TSC, ESC, and division levels. One aspect that makes our Army the finest in the world is our ability to project and sustain combat power worldwide across all domains. Now more than ever, we must look at how we are structured currently and for the next 20 years to meet the challenges of the strategic environment and battlespace and provide speed, range, and convergence to achieve dominance and overmatch. We must ensure the 21st century Army is supported by an equally capable and modernized 21st-century sustainment enterprise.

Gen. Ed Daly serves as the commanding general of the U.S. Army Materiel Command. He served three years as the deputy commanding general of AMC in his previous assignment. He managed the day-to-day operations of the Army’s logistics enterprise and served as the senior commander of Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. He served as the commanding general of Army Sustainment Command at Rock Island Arsenal, Illinois, and as AMC’s deputy chief of staff, overseeing the roles and functions of the headquarters staff.
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Maintaining Force Sustainment Modernization Momentum Across the Enterprise

As the Army pursues its greatest transformational change in nearly four decades to prepare for large-scale combat operations (LSCO) across multiple domains, its sustainers and logisticians will continue to serve as its most critical enabling force. The Army’s collective readiness—across its most critical enabling force for the evolving and complex dynamics of the future fight, Army Sustainment—ensuring that each new member of the ASE—ensuring that each new capability developed and delivered is done so with sustainment modernization is an Army-level decision on which the Army Medical Logistics (MEDLOG) sustainment concept governance process, as led by the Army Medical Logistics Command to ensure that each new materiel capability developed and delivered is done so with sustainment firmly in mind.

How is MEDCOM—as a key member of the ASE—ensuring the Army’s ability to sustain medical logistics (MEDLOG) needs across theaters and drive readiness now and for the future?

Dingle: The Office of the Surgeon General (OTSG) and MEDCOM are part of the Army’s phase 0 MEDLOG sustainment concept governance process, as led by the Army Medical Logistics Command in support of Army Materiel Command—the lead Army command for this endeavor. These forums are planning to achieve integration of CL VIII supplies and MEDLOG within the ASE to support LSCO through three proposed lines of effort: maintenance; information technology (IT) and materiel management; and distribution. Additionally, the overall effort is divided into multiple doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and education, personnel, and facilities (DOTMLPF-P) working groups to facilitate a multidisciplinary approach in developing an overall concept of operation. As an example, to support Army medical maintenance, working groups are analyzing aspects of organization, personnel, facilities, and systems to develop an enduring model to support and sustain medical equipment, ensuring combat medics and clinicians have the tools needed to perform their duties in LSCO while enabling total Army readiness. Another key focus is ensuring that the general officer steering committee is building toward an Army-level decision on which national-level IT system the Army

Hamilton: Setting the theater is a complex and continuous process throughout competition, crisis, and conflict. We’ve proven extremely proficient at executing all of its supporting activities in the past as a recent example from this spring, it took an entire armored brigade less than one week to deploy from Georgia to Germany and draw materiel from Army prepositioned stock (APS) for training. This ability shouldn’t come as a surprise, however—we spent years setting the European theater prior to that deployment, so our quick response was expected. Looking toward the future, we will need to be more flexible in how we assume operations will play out in both the strategic and tactical space. We’re assuming a potentially contested homeland, so that will guide how we modernize our organic industrial base to surge for LSCO with efficiency and resiliency. Modernizing our APS sets in preparation for dispersed and contested operations around the globe is another key effort. Precisely forward positioning the right materiel and supplies ensures our enhanced ability to set the theater for LSCO. These forums are analyzing aspects of organization, personnel, facilities, and systems to develop an enduring model to support and sustain medical equipment, ensuring combat medics and clinicians have the tools needed to perform their duties in LSCO while enabling total Army readiness. Another key focus is ensuring that the general officer steering committee is building toward an Army-level decision on which national-level IT system the Army

The Army’s ability to set the theater has long been a key strategic advantage as a deterring force and foundation for rapid action. Moving forward, how will changing conditions across echelons affect this ability and its anticipated effects? Moreover, how is the ASE operationalizing the way it modernizes to drive readiness now and for the future?
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Meeting the demands of Multi-Domain Operations with Army 2030 Force Structure

Army 2030 represents a fundamental shift to the division as the tactical unit of action. It is now the division, not the brigade combat team (BCT), where decisive maneuver is planned and executed. To enable decisive maneuver during multi-domain operations (MDO), which includes the domains of land, air, maritime, space, and cyberspace, Army 2030 reorganizes divisions into five purpose-built designs. Anticipated division designs are heavy reinforced, airborne, air assault, heavy, and light. Additionally, these divisions will be coupled with emerging and modernized capabilities. These capabilities take the form of units and consist of division artillery, division cavalry, protection brigade, mobile protection firepower battalion, intelligence and electronic warfare battalion, and the division sustainment brigade (DSB).

In all, Army 2030 force structure is the combination of the five division designs coupled with emerging formations to leverage modernized capabilities. As a multi-domain capable force, Army 2030ields fire, maneuver, and shock effect to see, seize, and exploit positions of advantage across all domains.

For tactical sustainability leaders, Army 2030 presents new sustainment force structure. Designs for the brigade support battalion, light support battalion, and the DSB reorganize the Army’s sustainment capabilities based on division type. Each design will have varied capabilities based on the supported division, such as the light support battalion would support motorized brigades within airborne and air assault divisions. The DSB, in particular, has been adapted to support each of the five different division designs, tailored to provide unique capabilities. Based on the DSB design, these increased capabilities can include a modular ammunition company, medium truck
Harnessing data as the decisive commodity will enable sustainers to leverage analytical tools, machine learning, and small-scale simulations to explore feasible sustainment solutions.

**Sustainers preparing for the future fight**

Between now and 2030, sustainers must adapt their understanding of sustainment activities from brigade-centric to division-centric operations. This fundamental shift to the division as the tactical unit of action creates new complexities for sustainers in a multi-domain environment. Lethal and non-lethal effects by the enemy will degrade, disrupt, and destroy sustainment mission command, assets, and activities. To mitigate this, sustainers must think in terms of mobility, disbursement, and survivability when developing a concept of sustainment. While employing techniques to reduce adverse enemy action, sustainers will face greater challenges to support decisive maneuver. Additionally, sustainers must anticipate enemy actions against sustainment activities and nodes on the battlefield. Anticipating enemy actions requires sustainers to learn and understand how an adversary will employ their forces. As an example, Army Techniques Publication 7-100.3, Chinese Tactics, provides a holistic overview of the structure, tactics, and operational employment concepts of the People’s Liberation army. Sustainers can use an adversary’s doctrine to balance force protection efforts against enemy actions while executing sustainment activities. However, this balance is an enduring challenge, which sustainers must continue to navigate to an even greater degree on a LSCO battlefield. Aiding sustainers to navigate the complexity of an MDO environment is data. The most decisive commodity sustainers will manage on the battlefield is data. However, the pace of Army modernization and anticipated requirements of MDO will outpace sustainers’ ability to effectively analyze data. To close this gap, the sustainment warfighting function must invest in data education and literacy through professional military education (PME) and independent study. PME programs focused on foundational level understanding through master sustaining data courses will enhance officer, non-commissioned officers, and Army civilian career progression and professional development to close the data gap. Harnessing data as the decisive commodity will enable sustainers to leverage analytical tools, machine learning, and small-scale simulations to explore feasible sustainment solutions. Adversely, sustainers can employ data for deception operations by sending the wrong logistical demand signals for enemy intercept. As the most decisive commodity, sustainers must embrace a culture of data-driven decision-making, which is practiced through holistic training.

Sustainers must train on mission command, planning, and data management. Command post operations, through the execution of battle drills, standard operating procedures, situational understanding, and battle rhythm, informs the proficiency of a sustainment command post. An effective command post drives synchronization and integration of the sustainment warfighting function at echelon through effective data management. A command post’s ability to conduct knowledge management, maintain situational understanding, control and assess operations, and coordinate with internal and external organizations will be degraded during MDO. Command post training must account for enemy action, how and when data will be transmitted, and overall survivability and mobility of the command post to ensure the commander is armed to make data-informed decisions.

While understanding division-centric operations with new force structure, sustainers must also train to the lethality and high demands of LSCO. Training to the scope of LSCO is a daunting task. However, training readiness starts with the Soldier, builds into certified crews and teams, and is validated through platoon and company mission essential tasks. Training is a continuous effort and is incumbent on sustainers to maximize every opportunity, from incorporating garrison support tasks to collective training events. By doing routine things routinely well, the challenges of a LSCO fight are lessened. Through a holistic training strategy, sustainers integrate their training progression with the training plans of lateral and higher formations. By integrating sustainment training objectives with lateral, higher, and emerging formations (i.e., division artillery and division cavalry), training itself will begin to take on the scale and scope of LSCO.

Lastly, a division-centric fight does not afford the same luxuries of a BCT fight, where personnel and materiel are cross-leveled within a division to improve one BCT’s overall readiness. Tactical sustainers must look hard at both their own formations and divisional formations which they support. Personnel and materiel deficiencies across the division’s sustainment community will become more apparent and must be clearly articulated in terms of risk. Conveying sustainment risk is in terms of freedom of maneuver, operational reach, and prolonged endurance for a division. Most importantly, sustainers will need to generate and implement tactical solutions to mitigate the associated risk with materiel and personnel deficiencies. With the shift to division-centric operations and emerging force structure, sustainers must maximize training, materiel, and personnel readiness to meet the lethality and high demand of LSCO.

The shift to division-centric operations is not revolutionary and does not change sustainment principles and concepts. That being said, division-centric operations within a multi-domain environment does create new problem sets for sustainers. To combat these problem sets, emerging force structure such as the DSB, provide sustainers the organizational tools to maintain tempo, velocity, and volume to sustain decisive maneuver. Sustainers need to understand the force structure, so they can leverage training strategies that complement the ultimate goal of enabling freedom of maneuver on the LSCO/MDO battlefield. Army 2030 is a fundamental shift, one which sustainers must be ready for.

Maj. Gen. Mark T. Simerly serves as the commanding general of the Combined Arms Support Command at Fort Lee, Virginia. He previously served as the commander of the 19th Expeditionary Support Command. He was commissioned as a lieutenant of Air Defense Artillery and awarded a Bachelor of Arts degree from the National Defense University and a Master of Science in National Resource Strategy from the National Defense University and a Master of Military Arts and Sciences Degree from the Army Command and General Staff College.
Sustainment Survivability in Large-Scale Combat Operations

Lessons Learned in the Brigade Support Area Defense

By Maj. Matthew N. Mayor, Capt. Charles R. Bransom, and Capt. Karlos E. Fehustrophagen

Establishing a survivable brigade support area (BSA) defense during large-scale combat operations (LSCO) is critical for the brigade support battalion (BSB) as it enables direct support logistics, field maintenance, and echeloned force health protection support to the armored brigade combat team (ABCT). The combat power and operational reach of the ABCT are dependent on the BSA’s survivability while enabling sustainment responsiveness and continuity, as the 101st BSB experienced at Combined Resolve XVI. Combined Resolve XVI is a decisive action training exercise held at the Joint Multinational Readiness Center (JMRC) in Hohenfels, Germany, where units must simultaneously execute offensive, defensive, and stability operations against a near-peer and hybrid threat. The exercise focuses on the ability of units to execute unified land operations with NATO allies and coalition partners. The 101st BSB deployed to Hohenfels training area (HTA) via rail and commercial line haul to join more than 4,600 troops from Bulgaria, Georgia, Greece, Italy, Lithuania, Poland, Serbia, Slovenia, Ukraine, United Kingdom, and the United States at Combined Resolve XVI, which strengthened interoperability and multinational cooperation in a combined decisive action operational environment. The 101st BSB organically deployed and redeployed more than 330 Soldiers and 400 pieces of equipment from its Operation Atlantic Resolve forward operating site in Poland to Combined Resolve XVI from Nov. 17, 2021, to Dec. 20, 2021.

Upon arrival to HTA, the BSB supported the 1st ABCT, 1st Infantry Division build-up of combat power in the area of operations (AO). The BSB’s closed phase training module included a BSA defense module consisting of level one attacks on the BSA by irregular forces and active surveillance by civilians. The 101st BSB’s training objectives during Combined Resolve XVI were to conduct base defense, provide uninterrupted sustainment to the brigade, and ensure all Soldiers made incremental improvements to master fundamentals in assigned positions. These training objectives were exercised during the transition to open phase training as the BSB conducted a tactical displacement to ensure survivability and increase responsiveness to the brigade’s support requirements. The BSB conducted distribution operations to deliver critical commodities to supported units. While conducting daily logistics synchronization meetings with supported battalions, the BSB provided continuous medical and logistic support as the battalions transitioned through their respective training modules. The BSB provided sustainment support to the 1st ABCT and multinational units attached to the task force. The brigade’s task organization consisted of one U.S. maneuver battalion, one Slovakian mechanized battalion, one cavalry squadron, one Italian tank platoon, one Bulgarian mechanized company, one Greek reconnaissance platoon, one U.S. engineer battalion, one U.S. field artillery battalion, one U.S. brigade support battalion, and one U.S. combat aviation squadron. The 721st Combat Support Battalion provided division-level sustainment support.

Army Techniques Publication (ATP) 4-90, Brigade Support Battalion, identifies LSCO and BSA survivability as top challenges to the ABCT to sustain itself via the BSA as the operational tempo and lethality, which create significantly higher supply consumption and maintenance requirements, place extreme demands on sustainment organizations. The BCT will move rapidly over extended distances, especially during offensive operations. The BSA will displace frequently and must keep pace with the BCT while simultaneously executing required sustainment support. Further, ATP 4-90 highlights the importance of BSA survivability during LSCO as there is no sanctuary area within the BCT or division area of operations. The enemy can target the BSA and sustainment units throughout the depth of the AO with direct and indirect fires to cause BCTs to culminate. BSBs should assume that they are under observation and plan to displace, disperse, and react to all eight forms of contact during operations. 1st ABCT’s 1st ID’s successful execution of the Combined Resolve XVI force-on-force portion at JMRC from Dec. 3-15, 2021, highlighted several BSA survivability challenges and lessons learned as the brigade trained to validate its ability to conduct multinational operations in a multi-domain battlespace.

BSA Site Selection Lessons Learned

Overall, the 101st BSB leveraged its validated tactical standard operating procedure (TACSP) and the military decision-making process (MDMP) to select suitable BSA locations during Combined Resolve XVI with several lessons learned. First, the 101st BSB sought to choose a BSA site that provided prolonged endurance, which is the ability to organize, protect, and sustain the 1st ABCT regardless of the distance from its base and environmental austerity while ensuring operational reach and freedom of action. Operational reach describes the distance and duration across which the 1st ABCT can successfully employ military capabilities. Freedom of action describes the ability to achieve initiative, maintain tempo by...
planning, and execute sustainment to support a maximum range number of courses of action (COAs) for the supported commander.

The 101st BSB displaced to two sites (BSA 1 and 2) within HTA with selection criteria based on MDMP and the battalion’s TACSOP. The sites were each established by priorities of work and capabilities force flow package. The selection criteria are critical to the success of establishing an effective BSA. For example, during MDMP, the BSB prioritized survivability based on the assessment that the BSB could not support the brigade in a critically degraded state. Initially, BSA 1 seemed to be an ideal location and fit within the BSB’s primary selection criteria that provided survivability and enabled support. However, adverse weather and terrain degradation became a major problem immediately after establishment, which limited the BSB’s ability to support the ABCT and sustain critical supply commodities at the BSA. BSA 1 was well defended against a direct attack, but the site lacked overhead concealment. The BSB mitigated this shortfall by leveraging aerial surveillance and attack assets while establishing clear ownership in both locations and should be factored into COA development and weighted heavily as COA selection criteria.

**BSA Survivability Lessons Learned**

The 101st BSB learned that listening and observation posts, close air support (CAS), and fire support are critical planning considerations early in the MDMP process. According to ATP 4-90, the BSB S-2 plans the reconnaissance and surveillance portion to facilitate the BSA’s survivability. This requires coordination and unamnity from the BSB command sergeant major, S-3, and companies to trust that the plan created is the one that will enable BSA survivability while understanding that it is subject to operational adaptations. Further, building more robust external and internal relationships while garnering credibility through intensive training repetition before the deployment into the training area would have alleviated BSA survivability ownership friction points at each site. The BSB learned that defensive positions in the BSB must be complemented with regular roving patrols and tactical unmanned aircraft systems to expand observational reach and deterrence. The BSB excelled at establishing fighting positions and emplacing obstacles, but layered defensive position refinement slowed as time passed with impacts from the weather, terrain, and operational exhaustion.

BSA defense ownership ambiguity within the organization slowed continuous defense refinement coupled with the fog and friction of the operational realities during the rotation. For example, the BSB struggled to consolidate updated sector sketch cards with the BSB S-3 for a holistic defensive analysis while establishing clear ownership of the quick reaction force were lessons learned. Each company had a different standard for security posture while minimal engagement area development occurred, leading to security gaps. Furthermore, the Charlie Medical Company was on the perimeter at both BSA sites, closest to a main supply route and within hand grenade range from the tree line, which was not ideal. The 101st BSB remained challenged to coordinate and synchronize the defense of the BSA at both sites during the exercise. A lack of understanding and the slowed execution of basic Soldier tasks across the battalion prevented the organization from reaching a fully cohesive defensive plan. Finally, the BSA defense lacked pre-planned fires targets given to the BSB from its higher headquarters. Incorporating final protective fires targets and two-three predesignated targets in support of the BSA defense before operational execution would assist the BSB in layering effects for any decisive threat, bypassing the forward line of troops.

**Establishing Pre-Planned Protective Fires**

The BSB did not utilize pre-planned fires in defense planning or execution of the BSA protection during Combined Resolve XVI. BSBs must have planned fires points coordinated on avenues of approach, potential enemy observation points, and final protective fires in the event of a perimeter breach. The BSB learned that training on call for fire and planned fires point planning should be conducted and integrated into BDOC operations. The battalion TACSOP must outline pre-planned fires planning and CAS.

**Intelligence Integration and Dissemination**

The BSB learned the importance of intelligence integration into the trip ticket process, which would allow the BSB S-2 to have a platform to relay ground-level intelligence to convoy leadership. This intelligence was often not integrated into convoy briefs and disseminated to the lowest level by convoy commanders. The BSB S-2 analyst must be present and brief during all convoy briefs leaving the immediate battlefield. At the same time, the BSB S-3 must enforce a standard of updated intelligence briefs within two hours of planned convoy movement times.

**Tactical Convoy Operations**

Convoy commanders and subordinates in the BSB often struggled with all the supporting and individual tasks associated with convoy operations during Combines Resolve XVI. The BSB learned the importance of integrating MET task 63-BN-4033, Coordinate Distribution Support, in future training events through the BSB’s training. Battalions with all movement operations must be a training opportunity to allow young leaders to get multi-purpose training. Companies must focus on tenant-level tasks such as convoy briefs, rehearsals, and convoy movements to build confidence and proficiency in their abilities.

Maj. Matthew N. Mayer currently serves as the battalion executive officer for the 101st Brigade Support Battalion, 1st Armored Brigade Combat Team, 1st Infantry Division, at Fort Riley, Kansas. He holds two bachelor’s degrees in criminology and philosophy from Marquette University in Wisconsin. He also holds a Master of Business Administration from the College of William and Mary in Virginia, a master’s degree in Public Policy and Administration from Northwestern University in Illinois, a master’s degree in Operational Studies from the Command and General Staff College (CGSC), and a master’s degree in Management and Leadership from Webster University in Missouri.
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Feature Photo: Soldiers from the 101st Brigade Support Battalion, 1st Armored Brigade Combat Team, 1st Infantry Division, established initial occupation of the brigade support area site 2 during Combined Resolve XVI on Dec. 12, 2021, in Holtensee training area, Germany. (Photo by Capt. Karl Knowlton)
For most of the last 20 years, the U.S. Army has been consistently engaged in conflict in Iraq and Afghanistan. The resulting tempo significantly changed how tactical units executed maintenance and supply operations. Sustained conflict in the Middle East required units to leave equipment at their home station in the left-behind equipment program while using theater-provided equipment upon arrival in the theater. This structure forced units to employ contracted solutions to maintain equipment readiness. The end of wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, coupled with the Department of Defense budget cuts, has led to the elimination of contract maintenance solutions for tactical units. However, the over-reliance on contract maintenance for more than twenty years atrophied fundamental maintenance and supply skills and processes at the tactical level of sustainment. Tactical units must reestablish fundamental maintenance operations to regenerate the garrison and field maintenance skills that directly impact readiness before the next global conflict. To combat this atrophy and get back to the basics regarding maintenance and supply operations fundamentals across the Indo-Pacific area of operations.
responsibility, the 8th Theater Sustainment Command (8th TSC) has implemented the theater sustainment review and analysis (TSR&A).

Theater Sustainment Review & Analysis

The 8th TSC TSR&A was established in fiscal 2020 by Maj. Gen. David Wilson, commander of the 8th TSC, to gain greater visibility of materiel management and operational readiness across the Indo-Pacific theater. A review and analysis is not a new concept. This function was a key activity performed by the corps and division material management centers—corps support commands (COSCOM) and division support commands (DISCOM)—originating from the Army of Excellence circa the 1980s. When the Army moved to a modular structure with the brigade combat team becoming the unit of action, the material management centers of COSCOM and DISCOM were changed. Leaning on this history, the 8th TSC Distribution Management Center established the TSR&A and identified a myriad of issues across the theater with materiel management and operational readiness. After close examination, all issues could be traced back to the atrophy of basic materiel and maintenance operations at the tactical level by maintenance and supply managers.

The 8th TSC hosts a quarterly TSR&A to assess the theater’s sustainment unit readiness and materiel management. Each unit is measured against Department of the Army (DA) standards using metrics that assess readiness and materiel management performance. The TSR&A leverages the Global Command and Control System—Army data analytics to enable strategic sustainment leaders and organizations to “see themselves.” The data analysis of materiel management and readiness trends across the theater enables the sustainment community to track performance and modify behaviors while simultaneously improving readiness across the Indo-Pacific area of operations (AOR). The TSR&A also is used to identify areas where the material enterprise can be leveraged to address trends negatively impacting readiness. Highlighting problem areas and opportunities for improvement during this forum offers insight into how the sustainment enterprise can proceed with future investments, initiatives, and decision-making at the strategic level. Lastly, the TSR&A serves as a platform to educate the sustainment community through a unified community of practice approach. Since the establishment of the TSR&A, there has been a continuous improvement in material management and readiness within the Indo-Pacific theater.

Theater Sustainment Review & Analysis Structure

The TSR&A is a deliberate approach to improve materiel management and readiness across the theater. It is executed quarterly to allow time to measure the effects of changes to processes after implementation. The audience for the forum includes senior leaders from strategic enabling commands, along with unit warrant officers who provide expertise in maintenance and supply operations. The data analysis provides a comprehensive view of materiel management and readiness by analyzing maintenance and supply data trends across several key areas, including fleet readiness, equipment divestment, supply support activity performance metrics, and special topics.

Fleet Readiness Review

During the TSR&A, fleet readiness is reviewed to identify operational readiness of critical fleets. The Enterprise Materiel Status Reporting (EMSR) and Daily Status Report examine ground and aviation fleet readiness using data analytics tools. The data is compiled monthly by regional maintenance managers and enables sustainment leaders to quickly assess operational readiness rates based on fleet trends and equipment availability. The EMSRs are displayed during the TSR&A, providing sustainment leaders a full mission capable (FMC) line item number (LINs) and non-mission capable (NMC) LINs, in a commonly understood color status of green, amber, red, and black. FMC ground and aviation fleets are depicted in green, while NMC fleets are reflected in amber, red, or black. Aviation fleets are considered “broken” when the equipment readiness rate falls below the DA readiness goal of 75%, and ground fleets are considered “broken” when the equipment readiness rate falls below the DA goal of 90%. The TSR&A is designed to highlight LINs that do not meet DA readiness standards and identify the causality of faults among “broken” LINs and reoccurring trends.

During the fleet readiness review, LINs are analyzed, focusing on maintenance drivers, work orders, and common trends. Maintenance drivers fall into two categories: scheduled or unscheduled maintenance. Maintenance managers can analyze work orders and distinguish between those requiring high priority and non-priority repair parts. This data aggregation enables maintenance managers to identify fleet trends and recommended actions to improve readiness. The TSR&A identified common trends negatively impacting readiness within the Pacific theater—long-lead-time parts, equipment availability constraints, the effects of inclement weather, and coastal duty locations in Alaska, Hawaii, and Guam.

Fleet readiness improvement requires units to dedicate time to execute basic maintenance and material functions and aggressive management of maintenance operations. The examination of fleet readiness through the TSR&A identified that long-lead-time parts consistently impact ground engineer equipment readiness, which is being addressed at the enterprise level. Additionally, the review identified opportunities to improve readiness rates through proper preventive maintenance checks and services, reporting, and deliberate installation of parts on hand. Since implementation, the 8th TSC has seen an overall decline in failed LINs by 22 from the previous quarters due to the implementation of practices discussed during the TSR&A.

Equipment Divestment

The TSR&A also examines equipment divestiture and redistribution across the Pacific. The equipment divestiture status in the Pacific is measured against the DA equipment divestiture goal to ensure alignment with the Total Equipment Management Strategy (TEMs) program established by Army Materiel Command (AMC) in fiscal 2020. The TEMS was introduced to accelerate the removal of excess and obsolete equipment as the Army prepares to modernize through the Regionally Aligned Readiness and Modernization Model (ReARM). During the TSR&A, maintenance managers and sustainment leaders analyze divestiture of excess metrics, property management, and future fielding requirements. The Army currently has more than 700,000 pieces of equipment, negatively impacting the ReARM mission and making equipment divestment a key focus during the TSR&A.

The TEMS tracker is reviewed during the TSR&A. It provides sustainment leaders a snapshot of projected and completed divestments for each unit assigned to the U.S. Army Pacific. Unit divestment activity requires continuous monitoring, and including this topic in the TSR&A has increased divestment activity quarter over quarter across all regional units. The special emphasis placed on achieving 100% divestment of excess and obsolete equipment is critical to successful new equipment fielding. It enables commanders to focus manpower and funding on maintaining 100% of the authorized mobilized table of equipment to maintain combat readiness. Additionally, the TEMS review provides visibility of excess equipment on a valid proposed sourcing decision. It enables units to increase readiness through equipment redistribution within their commands and the Army.

The TSR&A also examines Modernization and Displacement Repair Site (MDRS) operations within the Indo-Pacific using the Divestiture Fusion Chart. MDRS facilitates the divestment of excess and obsolete equipment across the Army. In fiscal 2021, the Army Material Command established 14 MDRS sites throughout the U.S. to reduce excess equipment at major Army installations. The use of MDRS sites increases readiness by releasing units from the responsibility of preparing and shifting excess and obsolete equipment to Army depots. The review of MDRS activity has generated an increased turn-in of excess equipment across the Indo-Pacific theater since fiscal 2021, especially for “as-is” obsolete items.

Supply Support Activity Performance Metrics and Class IX Material Management

The TSR&A thoroughly examines Supply Support Activity (SSA) performance metrics to ensure maintenance managers and commanders understand the factors of operations. The TSR&A leverages the Global Command and Control System—Army data analytics to enable strategic sustainment leaders and organizations to “see themselves.” The data analysis of materiel management and readiness trends across the theater enables the sustainment community to track performance and modify behaviors while simultaneously improving readiness across the Indo-Pacific area of operations (AOR). The TSR&A also is used to identify areas where the material enterprise can be leveraged to address trends negatively impacting readiness. Highlighting problem areas and opportunities for improvement during this forum offers insight into how the sustainment enterprise can proceed with future investments, initiatives, and decision-making at the strategic level. Lastly, the TSR&A serves as a platform to educate the sustainment community through a unified community of practice approach. Since the establishment of the TSR&A, there has been a continuous improvement in material management and readiness within the Indo-Pacific theater.

Theater Sustainment Review & Analysis Structure

The TSR&A is a deliberate approach to improve materiel management and readiness across the theater. It is executed quarterly to allow time to measure the effects of changes to processes after implementation. The audience for the forum includes senior leaders from strategic enabling commands, along with unit warrant officers who provide expertise in maintenance and supply operations. The data analysis provides a comprehensive view of materiel management and readiness by analyzing maintenance and supply data trends across several key areas, including fleet readiness, equipment divestment, supply support activity performance metrics, and special topics.

Fleet Readiness Review

During the TSR&A, fleet readiness is reviewed to identify equipment readiness of critical fleets. The Enterprise Materiel Status Reporting (EMSR) and Daily Status Report examine ground and aviation fleet readiness using data analytics tools. The data is compiled monthly by regional maintenance managers and enables sustainment leaders to quickly assess operational readiness rates based on fleet trends and equipment availability. The EMSRs are displayed during the TSR&A, providing sustainment leaders a full mission capable (FMC) line item number (LINs) and non-mission capable (NMC) LINs, in a commonly understood color status of green, amber, red, and black. FMC ground and aviation fleets are depicted in green, while NMC fleets are reflected in amber, red, or black. FMC ground and aviation fleets are considered “broken” when the equipment readiness rate falls below the DA readiness goal of 75%, and ground fleets are considered “broken” when the equipment readiness rate falls below the DA goal of 90%. The TSR&A is designed to highlight LINs that do not meet DA readiness standards and identify the causality of faults among “broken” LINs and reoccurring trends.

During the fleet readiness review, LINs are analyzed, focusing on maintenance drivers, work orders, and common trends. Maintenance drivers fall into two categories: scheduled or unscheduled maintenance. Maintenance managers can analyze work orders and distinguish between those requiring high priority and non-priority repair parts. This data aggregation enables maintenance managers to identify fleet trends and recommended actions to improve readiness. The TSR&A identified common trends negatively impacting readiness within the Pacific theater—long-lead-time parts, equipment availability constraints, the effects of inclement weather, and coastal duty locations in Alaska, Hawaii, and Guam.

Fleet readiness improvement requires units to dedicate time to execute basic maintenance and material functions and aggressive management of maintenance operations. The examination of fleet readiness through the TSR&A identified that long-lead-time parts consistently impact ground engineer equipment readiness, which is being addressed at the enterprise level. Additionally, the review identified opportunities to improve readiness rates through proper preventive maintenance checks and services, reporting, and deliberate installation of parts on hand. Since implementation, the 8th TSC has seen an overall decline in failed LINs by 22 from the previous quarters due to the implementation of practices discussed during the TSR&A.

Equipment Divestment

The TSR&A also examines equipment divestiture and redistribution across the Pacific. The equipment divestiture status in the Pacific is measured against the DA equipment divestiture goal to ensure alignment with the Total Equipment Management Strategy (TEMs) program established by Army Materiel Command (AMC) in fiscal 2020. The TEMS was introduced to accelerate the removal of excess and obsolete equipment as the Army prepares to modernize through the Regionally Aligned Readiness and Modernization Model (ReARM). During the TSR&A, maintenance managers and sustainment leaders analyze divestiture of excess metrics, property management, and future fielding requirements. The Army currently has more than 700,000 pieces of equipment, negatively impacting the ReARM mission and making equipment divestment a key focus during the TSR&A.

The TEMS tracker is reviewed during the TSR&A. It provides sustainment leaders a snapshot of projected and completed divestments for each unit assigned to the U.S. Army Pacific. Unit divestment activity requires continuous monitoring, and including this topic in the TSR&A has increased divestment activity quarter over quarter across all regional units. The special emphasis placed on achieving 100% divestment of excess and obsolete equipment is critical to successful new equipment fielding. It enables commanders to focus manpower and funding on maintaining 100% of the authorized mobilized table of equipment to maintain combat readiness. Additionally, the TEMS review provides visibility of excess equipment on a valid proposed sourcing decision. It enables units to increase readiness through equipment redistribution within their commands and the Army.

The TSR&A also examines Modernization and Displacement Repair Site (MDRS) operations within the Indo-Pacific using the Divestiture Fusion Chart. MDRS facilitates the divestment of excess and obsolete equipment across the Army. In fiscal 2021, the Army Material Command established 14 MDRS sites throughout the U.S. to reduce excess equipment at major Army installations. The use of MDRS sites increases readiness by releasing units from the responsibility of preparing and shifting excess and obsolete equipment to Army depots. The review of MDRS activity has generated an increased turn-in of excess equipment across the Indo-Pacific theater since fiscal 2021, especially for “as-is” obsolete items.

Supply Support Activity Performance Metrics and Class IX Material Management

The TSR&A thoroughly examines Supply Support Activity (SSA) performance metrics to ensure maintenance managers and commanders understand the factors of operations.
impacting readiness rates. During the review, the focus is given to Class IX high priority requests that directly impact readiness metrics, reducing inventory via distribution to storage sites worldwide. Commanders were informed that OBD is affected by multiple suppliers, distributors, and transportation constraints within the supply chain. Although commanders could not directly affect OBD, they were educated on the process. The review results have been positive, as demonstrated by the theater meeting MSPFR, and validating requests through monthly reconciliations of document control and external SOPs; streamlined reporting timelines for maintenance and supply processes; expedited excess turn-in; decreased CWT and requisition wait time; and enhanced the ZPARK performance, PGI, and PGR, resulting in increased equipment readiness rates across the region. The combined and synchronized effort and command emphasis facilitate regulatory compliance and ensure a readiness posture, enabling units to respond in a crisis and win in conflict.

### Business rules used to evaluate Supply Support Activity metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CWT</td>
<td>CSSS-Army EI</td>
<td>CWT reflects CL in Hi-FR (01, 02, 03) only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSP-Fil Rate</td>
<td>CSSS-Army EI</td>
<td>MSP-Fil Rate reflects CL in Hi-FR (01, 02, 03) requests only. Per AMC guidance ISSAs are not measured against MSP Fil Rate goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZPARK Performance</td>
<td>CSSS-Army EI</td>
<td>This metric is the ZPARK metric from monthly CWT for all priorities and classes of supply. ZPARK sends data is the “as of date” for all priorities and classes of supply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASL Review</td>
<td>Stock Deactivation Branch, AMC Installation Support Representative.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Acronyms

- **CWT**: Customer Wait Time
- **MSP-FR**: Mission Supportability and Processing Time
- **PGI**: Post Goods Issue
- **PGR**: Post Goods Receipt
- **SSA**: Supply Support Activity
- **ZPARK**: Zero Parts on Radar

### Special Topics

Special topics are discussed during the TSR&A with commands participating in working groups and the council of colonels leading up to the 2-star general officer steering committee. Special topics include the MDRS policies and procedures, End-of-Year ZPARK execution strategy impacts, low-density equipment readiness rates, and theater authorized stockage list review initiatives. Special topics enable commanders to discuss sustainment issues and concerns impacting unit readiness.

### Conclusion

The 8th TSC R&A is a forum that provides a deliberate and proactive approach to assist maintenance and materiel managers and commanders in seeing their unit from a materiel management and readiness perspective. The TSR&A can be used in any theater to examine and improve materiel management and operational readiness. Since its implementation, the forum has reinforced the fundamental principles and processes of maintenance and supply operations that have atrophied over the last two decades. The TSR&A has proven to be instrumental in increasing readiness across the Indo-Pacific theater by leveraging data analytics to inform decisions at the operational and strategic levels. With Wilson’s “get back to the basics” approach, sustainers across the Indo-Pacific theater have changed their mindset by focusing on developing and refining systems, processes, and procedures. As a result, units established processes and procedures through the publication of internal and external SOPs, streamlined reporting timelines for maintenance and supply processes; expedited excess turn-in; decreased CWT and requisition wait time; and enhanced the ZPARK performance, PGI, and PGR, resulting in increased equipment readiness rates across the region. The combined and synchronized effort and command emphasis facilitate regulatory compliance and ensure a readiness posture, enabling units to respond in a crisis and win in conflict.
Base defense is always highlighted as an issue when the Combat Training Centers (CTCs) release their top 10 sustainment trends each year. Highly trained opposing forces (OPFOR) can consistently disrupt sustainment formations. Simply, we do not receive the training repetitions or have the experience that the average infantry Soldier does. Collective base defense is trained once or twice a year and nowhere near the standard needed during large-scale combat operations (LSCO) or what a CTC will prepare units for. Many combat sustainment support battalions come together piecemeal from active duty, Army Reserve, and National Guard, forming an ad hoc organization that has not trained together before hitting the ground in wartime or at a CTC. How can sustainment headquarters rapidly assess and communicate the situation to marshal collective action over a support area that could be more than half a mile in diameter?

The current modified table of organizational equipment (MTOE) for sustainment battalions does not have enough individual communication devices for mass distribution, such as the multi-band Army/Navy Portable Radio for two-way Communication (AN/PR-152s). While Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radio Systems, such as the RT-1523, can be used as manpacks, they are predominantly used for vehicles. Often, Soldiers are spread out between fighting positions, commodity areas, field maintenance sites, and sleeping tents when an attack on the division support area (DSA) or brigade support area (BSA) occurs. Alerting the formation to defend the perimeter before the threat is inside the wire is challenging. There is no quick mechanism to inform en masse the type of threat: direct fire (DF) or indirect fire (IDF); Chemical, Biological, Radiological, or Nuclear; and others, as well as the immediate actions to take against the threat. Providing situational awareness with speed is pivotal to success in LSCO and CTCs.

This article proposes two solutions to enhance the sustainment battalion’s capability to rapidly identify, assess, and communicate threats to the support area. The 13th CSSB “Pioneers” nicknamed them Pioneer Eye, a base defense operations center (BDOC) camera, and Pioneer Voice, a loudspeaker system with pre-programmed alerts.

**Pioneer Eye**

Many bases had access to Lockheed Martin’s Persistent Threat Detection System in Iraq and Afghanistan. This giant helium balloon provided long-range intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capability. Some small outposts or units were enabled with Teledyne FLIR’s Cerberus—a trailer-mounted, 360-degree camera. This equipment significantly increased survivability through enhanced threat detection, yet the Army never codified these capabilities on an MTOE. In LSCO, our sustainment battalions are likely to be under-protected or on their own. Maneuver commanders prioritize combat power toward maneuver objectives, leaving sustainers to defend themselves. Bypassed enemy forces ranging from single vehicles to entire companies alongside irregular forces are consistent threats to sustainment formations. Imagine if you could identify an enemy vehicle or squad a mile out. Even one minute of advanced notice can enable a more effective defense.

Why shouldn’t the BDOC or Tactical Operations Center (TOC) have a capability that constantly scans the perimeter, locating any movement to alert the staff? Many initial spot reports lack accuracy and timeliness. When a fighting position reports enemy forces skirting the perimeter, a BDOC camera can quickly scan the area to get an accurate account of the threat.

As the 13th CSSB trained base defense before its National Training Center (NTC) 22-03 rotation, we recognized the threat detection gap and remedied it through a commercial off-the-shelf solution—the Pioneer Eye. Pioneer Eye is a Montevue 8MP 4K Pan-Tilt-Zoom camera with 25x zoom, auto-tracking, and 500 feet of starlight infrared (IR) night vision. It was selected based on its affordability and capability. It enables a live view of inside and outside the DSA/BSA. This camera enabled the
13th CSSB’s TOC and BDOC to view the entire perimeter. We often viewed the attack’s live feed to clear the confusion, request support earlier, and provide eyes on the threat. The 500 feet starlight IR emits no IR signature and extended the detection range at night. The 25x zoom and 4k picture quality enable a clear live picture of what is happening.

The camera automatically tracks and follows humans and vehicles while alerting camera operators. It simultaneously records and takes snapshots of the alert as well. This feeds intelligence reporting by taking pictures of the enemy and attaching them to reports. Anyone within the network can be granted access through a username and password to view or control the camera. Multiple cameras can be tied together to form a video wall for the BDOC or TOC to view or control all cameras from a central location.

**Employing Pioneer Eye at NTC**

The entry control point reported a dust cloud in the distance with what appeared to be two vehicles. The 25x zoom capability enabled the unit to see that those vehicles were with range control, preventing an unnecessary elevation of force protection conditions (FPCON). If the protection levels were raised without need, our convoys would lose essential preparation time and potentially miss their starting point time while simultaneously reducing our maintenance posture in favor of security. In the fog of battle, threat assessments can sometimes take up to two hours, losing valuable time; a threat detection system can prevent this loss of time.

The BDOC received initial reports from multiple fighting positions with different numbers of OPFOR vehicles and personnel attacking the perimeter. Another report of an enemy breaching the perimeter came in without location data, so radio communication did not paint an accurate picture of the threat to provide the location(s) to surge quick reaction forces (QRF). Pioneer Eye performed a quick perimeter scan, enabling the BDOC to channel resources toward the enemy and counter the threat.

The enemy then moved toward the aviation element in a base cluster nearby. The unit used the Pioneer Eye to monitor the aviation element’s perimeter and pushed reports to their TOC through a joint battle command platform and frequency modulation communication devices to aid their base defense.

**Pioneer Voice**

Threat detection is only half the battle. Pioneer Eye provides clarity to command posts, but the challenge of getting all Soldiers to respond quickly to the threat remains. Most veterans are intimately familiar with the sound of the siren indicating indirect fire is incoming. All Soldiers overseas knew to move to bunkers and wait for an all-clear to begin getting accountability. Today, junior Soldiers that have not served in a theater of war do not share these same experiences. The size of a DSA could be up to a mile across when deployed in its entirety. Yelling out instructions is not feasible. How does a sustainment headquarters quickly communicate instructions given the lack of communications devices by MTOE?

The 13th CSSB remedied this through an Algo 8196 IP PoE+ Horn Speaker with three Algo 1196 speakers. Selected for affordability and compatibility, the system created a 360-degree sound projection public announcement system. Sound files were recorded of various alerts for IDF, DF, and gas. Additionally, the BDOC is hard-wired into the public address (PA) system, enabling users to broadcast additional instructions like FPCON changes, test fire notifications, or other pertinent information.

**Using Pioneer Voice**

The DSA took IDF early in the morning. It turned out to be a cyanide gas attack. The battalion TOC turned on the “Gas, Gas, Gas” the 13th CSSB’s TOC and BDOC to view the entire perimeter. We often viewed the attack’s live feed to clear the confusion, request support earlier, and provide eyes on the threat. The 500 feet starlight IR emits no IR signature and extended the detection range at night. The 25x zoom and 4k picture quality enable a clear live picture of what is happening.

The camera automatically tracks and follows humans and vehicles while alerting camera operators. It simultaneously records and takes snapshots of the alert as well. This feeds intelligence reporting by taking pictures of the enemy and attaching them to reports. Anyone within the network can be granted access through a username and password to view or control the camera. Multiple cameras can be tied together to form a video wall for the BDOC or TOC to view or control all cameras from a central location.

**Employing Pioneer Eye at NTC**

The entry control point reported a dust cloud in the distance with what appeared to be two vehicles. The 25x zoom capability enabled the unit to see that those vehicles were with range control, preventing an unnecessary elevation of force protection conditions (FPCON). If the protection levels were raised without need, our convoys would lose essential preparation time and potentially miss their starting point time while simultaneously reducing our maintenance posture in favor of security. In the fog of battle, threat assessments can sometimes take up to two hours, losing valuable time; a threat detection system can prevent this loss of time.

The BDOC received initial reports from multiple fighting positions with different numbers of OPFOR vehicles and personnel attacking the perimeter. Another report of an enemy breaching the perimeter came in without location data, so radio communication did not paint an accurate picture of the threat to provide the location(s) to surge quick reaction forces (QRF). Pioneer Eye performed a quick perimeter scan, enabling the BDOC to channel resources toward the enemy and counter the threat.

The enemy then moved toward the aviation element in a base cluster nearby. The unit used the Pioneer Eye to monitor the aviation element’s perimeter and pushed reports to their TOC through a joint battle command platform and frequency modulation communication devices to aid their base defense.

**Pioneer Voice**

Threat detection is only half the battle. Pioneer Eye provides clarity to command posts, but the challenge of getting all Soldiers to respond quickly to the threat remains. Most veterans are intimately familiar with the sound of the siren indicating indirect fire is incoming. All Soldiers overseas knew to move to bunkers and wait for an all-clear to begin getting accountability. Today, junior Soldiers that have not served in a theater of war do not share these same experiences. The size of a DSA could be up to a mile across when deployed in its entirety. Yelling out instructions is not feasible. How does a sustainment headquarters quickly communicate instructions given the lack of communications devices by MTOE?

The 13th CSSB remedied this through an Algo 8196 IP PoE+ Horn Speaker with three Algo 1196 speakers. Selected for affordability and compatibility, the system created a 360-degree sound projection public announcement system. Sound files were recorded of various alerts for IDF, DF, and gas. Additionally, the BDOC is hard-wired into the public address (PA) system, enabling users to broadcast additional instructions like FPCON changes, test fire notifications, or other pertinent information.

**Using Pioneer Voice**

The DSA took IDF early in the morning. It turned out to be a cyanide gas attack. The battalion TOC turned on the “Gas, Gas, Gas”
alarming, followed by the required mission-oriented protective posture level. This allowed everyone on the DSA to react instantly to the threat.

Pioneer Eye picked up OPFOR in the distance. They had not attacked yet, but we needed to raise the FPCON level to Delta quickly. Instead of using a siren alert, we simply utilized our PA system to quickly get Soldiers into an elevated threat level to prepare for contact.

**Equipping Units**

To use Pioneer Eye and Voice, units need a Windows 10 computer. The S6 shop can then enable the Windows 10 built-in feature Hyper-V to serve as a call manager for the voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) phones. Any dynamic host configuration protocol device (routers/switches) can manage the network’s Internet Protocol (IP) space and assign static IP’s as required. Units will need to ensure the devices are compatible with one another. The system is scalable with additional equipment—cameras and speakers, VOIPs, switches, etc. The system is operated on an internal network and thus hard to penetrate with a cyber-attack.

A peer security pole designed for individual companies can also be created with less cost by reducing the switch, VOIPs, phones, and some speakers from the root security pole. This enables individual companies to have similar capabilities and enhance detection and communications for the collective footprint.

Units who want these capabilities must order them through their government purchase card (GPC) at their local base supply center (BSC). The BSC will acquire the three quotes and return the single-page quote to the GPC holder. Additionally, local BSCs can special order equipment, not on the catalog. A single GPC Request Form with a BSC quote is all that is usually required for the S-4 or G-8.

**Conclusion**

Sustainment battalion headquarters have no MTOE threat identification capabilities, nor do they have mass communications capabilities. In a LCSO fight, any sustainment headquarters separated from protected nodes that do not make the defended asset list will face increased threats. This is replicated through CTCs, where sustainment headquarters often fight on their own. CTC’s top 10 trends always indicate sustainment units need more help with base defense. Any additional ability to increase protection and respond quickly to the enemy will pay dividends to Army units. This is a capability that can improve survivability on the battlefield.

The 13th CSSB developed a solution that enabled better protection. The observer coaches/trainers at NTC had not seen such an innovative capability to assist with base protection. Sustainment battalions should purchase these commercial off-the-shelf products for the battalion and companies to facilitate increased survivability.

Combined Arms Support Command should identify any protection gap in sustainment headquarters and seek to develop a capability to serve as a program of record and codify a solution for sustainment MTOEs. Pioneer Eye and Pioneer Voice were utilized heavily during our NTC rotation and generated faster threat assessments and information dissemination. They were crucial to executing a collective base defense and winning at NTC and will help save lives in a future conflict.

**Organizational Change Management**

Co-Creating the Army’s Next Generation Enterprise Business System

By Michcell L. Shoultz

“Seventy percent of corporate transformation efforts are doomed to fail.” International change leader and Harvard Business School professor Dr. John Kotter made this dire assertion more than 25 years ago, and it has since proven very prescient. With the Army embarking on one of its largest business system transformations, the Enterprise Business Systems-Convergence (EBS-C) team needed to find a way to defy Kotter’s alarming prediction and optimize the Army’s business activities to support the warfighter. Enter a concept known as co-creation.

Co-creation is defined by Renée Dineen, a bestselling author, and organizational psychologist, as “the intentional and yet organic process of bringing together different groups and perspectives to jointly produce a mutually valued outcome.”
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C o-creation means flipping the script in a digital transformation. Do not build buy-in after you design, develop, and test new technology. Instead, co-create change from day one. Rather than peddling change after the fact in deployment, co-creation requires participation from those who understand the processes and needs of the business from the very beginning of the project. In the case of Enterprise Business Systems—Convergence (EBS-C), that means not conducting business as usual and breaking down silos. Let’s begin with an introduction to EBS-C.

What is EBS-C?
The current suite of Army Enterprise Business Systems (EBS) was state-of-the-art when they were introduced, but in today’s environment, they lack the agility and capacity to seamlessly share information among systems and commands. As the Army increases its efforts to improve tactical and strategic readiness and modernize its business systems, the requirements and approaches supporting EBS must be modernized to improve business execution, data and data analytics value, and cloud computing advances while reducing ownership costs.

On March 26, 2020, the Under Secretary of the Army chartered EBS-C to deliver a modernized war-fighting capability that enables integrated and audible sustainment operations from the strategic support area to the tactical edge of the battlefield, enabling decision making by Soldiers, the civilian workforce, and leaders at every echelon.

EBS-C is slated to combine at least four of the Army’s Enterprise Resource Planning programs and massively improve system agility, capacity, speed, and efficiency. The General Fund Enterprise Business System, Global Combat Support System-Army, Logistics Modernization Program, and Army Enterprise Systems Integration Program hub are the primary systems being considered for convergence.

The new system, with an intention to go live within the next 10 years, would tap into advanced technologies such as artificial intelligence, robotic process automation, and constantly learning algorithms. These are all variables that would enable and support business process transformation. That said, the most important variable for EBS-C are the stakeholders—the hundreds of thousands of Soldiers and civilians that process more than 75 million business transactions annually. Globally, this amounts to more than 190,000 users interacting with platforms that impact every aspect of the Army’s business operations, from ordering supplies in theater to supporting maintenance activities in garrison.

Organizational Change Management as the Key to Co-Creation
Given that co-creation is not the natural state of large and complex digital transformations, EBS-C began with the proposition that business as usual would not lead to success. After all, the Army is fundamentally changing its business practices and processes, not to mention its technology. EBS programs of the past delivered many accomplishments and opportunities for improvement.

Leveraging this legacy sweat, EBS-C is executing an approach based on the inclusion of key stakeholders in all aspects of the project and every phase of the lifecycle. To aid in this effort of bursting traditional silos, the Army created the EBS multi-functional capabilities team (EBS-MFCT) to bring the functional community together to drive requirements for the future system, rather than organizations separated by function. To foster the inclusion of stakeholders in systematic ways that will create impactful, lasting change, the OCM team developed its own change methodology and process theories influenced the development of the OCM team’s approach, including heavy inspiration from John Kotter, whose ‘Eight Steps to Change’ has become part of Army doctrine, culminating in an approach that is definitively “People First.”

Kotter’s eight-steps outline the journey organizations should consider when implementing large-scale change. These steps include:
1. Create a sense of urgency
2. Build a guiding coalition
3. Form a strategic vision and initiatives
4. Enlist a volunteer army
5. Enable action by removing barriers
6. Generate short-term wins
7. Sustain acceleration
8. Institute change

The OCM team is either leading or supporting every facet of Kotter’s methodology in its approach and applying it in an iterative manner for each phase of the project lifecycle. One example is the creation of a change coalition. Set to launch this fall, the EBS-MFCT change coalition will be a set of three different stakeholder groups to serve various purposes. Whether it is a coordination of senior leadership or change advocates who understand and value the project, the change coalition will be one, if not the most, important effort led by the OCM team.

One of the processes the OCM teams will utilize to help with such behavior change and its effort
Co-Creation in Action

The OCM team is mindful that when leveraging the various change methodologies, tools, theories, and approaches that enable the transition from current to future state, the end goal is to help people adapt their behavior, one person at a time. Those impacted by the change need to understand the value and the why of the change in order to respond, but more importantly, be instrumental in the change process.

Stanford Professor Benham Tabrizi says it best in his Harvard Business Review article titled, "Digital Transformation is Not About Technology, where he highlights key lessons that have helped organizations successfully traverse digital transformations. Two of these lessons are to “leverage insiders” and “design customer experience from the outside in,” both central to co-creating change. Although the project is early in its lifecycle the OCM team has already applied these principles in collaborations across the project—by developing guiding principles (as listed below), infusing organizational change into business process reengineering (BPR), and establishing foundational feedback loops with stakeholders—to enable co-creation from the beginning.

- Challenge the Status Quo. Break the boundaries of what is possible and challenge the way things have “always been done.”
- Value People First. Create value in partnership with the EBS community to benefit the warfighter and workforce.
- Embrace Change. Adopt a growth mindset in all actions that enables the team to improvise, adapt, and overcome.
- Practice Radical Honesty. Embrace productive conflict to drive productive disruption. Foster a safe environment to share and challenge ideas. Communicate with authenticity, respect, and truthfulness.
- Create One Team, One Fight, One Product. Seek out partnerships, erase the line between “us and them,” and use lessons learned from those who have come before to achieve a common mission.

Business Process Reengineering

BPR is an excellent conduit for co-creation. As illustrated in EBS-C business reengineering graphic, BPR efforts take a holistic view of current and future states, and considers the people, process, information, policy, and technology impacts to fix problems and achieve goals. During these efforts, the project team, in coordination with the OCM team, works with and for the warfighter and those that support them. Specifically, during the BPR effort, project leaders look to analyze current and design the future workflows and business processes, being mindful that the analysis and processes impact stakeholders. The progressive action taken as part of the EBS-C BPR effort is that the processes are designed with the stakeholder in mind and with stakeholder contribution. In other words, end-users are not coming to understand the future state when it impacts them but are helping design what the future state looks like. The first round of BPR, conducted in 2021, included more than 400 stakeholders who contributed their expertise over seven months and produced 514 change impacts that will contribute toward the successful implementation of EBS-C. Preparations for a new round of BPR are already on the way.

Feedback Loops

The EBS-C transformation could potentially impact the entire Army, affecting how units maintain property and equipment, order parts and supplies, move themselves, and, quite possibly, touch every business segment. This is especially important for how the Army’s industrial base plants, depots, arsenals, and sites could use it to sustain the force and ensure strategic readiness. EBS-C would change how the Army trains Soldiers in schools and units. Because of the broad, and relatively sudden impact, there are potential changes to how the Army prepares civilian workers around the globe. Civilians enable Army readiness by supporting Soldiers and working on staffs in every command and theater. Only by getting feedback and buy-in from this vast array of stakeholders will the Army realize the full capabilities of this unprecedented, end-to-end business system.

For example, TRADOC’s Combined Arms Support Command (CASCOM) at Fort Lee, Virginia, is already considering stakeholders’ user experience (UX) and training. CASCOM is part of the EBS-C team and is focused on UX. Russ Coughenour, a CASCOM enterprise training analyst, said, “We’re not just developing training requirements with the end-user ‘in mind,’ we’re developing requirements with the end-user ‘today.’” Russ’ involvement and his command’s co-creation efforts at this early stage is a testament to the importance of considering end-users for a yet-to-be-identified system. In partnership with the OCM team, CASCOM, Army Material Command, and many other commands are approaching EBS-C as a Total Army requirement.

Additional ways the OCM team establishes feedback loops is via its leadership of the EBS-C monthly forum and Microsoft (MS) Teams channel. The forum is a virtual meeting with action officers throughout the community to share high-level program efforts and an opportunity for stakeholders to ask questions. The MS Teams “EBS Convergence Portal” was recently established to share EBS-C 101 information, news, and a sub-channel with links and recordings of the monthly forum. This portal is open to all A365 users.

The OCM team is not alone in its feedback loop efforts. It collaborates with the EBS-C strategic communications group composed of the EBS-C strategic communications team and public affairs office representatives from all major stakeholder commands. Together, they craft messaging to share project information and, even more importantly, opportunities to listen to stakeholders via periodic polls.

What's Next

Digital transformations, co-creation, human centered design, change management, business process reengineering—they are all approaches, methodologies, and tools to help guide and transform organizations. Central to all of these is that people are the primary variable for achieving transformation. Moreover, when end-users are asked to co-create from the start of the change journey, success is even more possible. EBS-C deployment might seem a long way off, but one variable remains constant—transformation success is greatly increased when stakeholders impacted by the change, also design the transformation—via co-creation, from day one.

Who to contact/want to follow?

To learn more and keep abreast of EBS-C efforts, follow the EBS-C LinkedIn page as well as the EBS Convergence Portal via A365. For the latter, you’ll find general information, news as well as a link to join the monthly forum, hosted every third Wednesday at 3 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time. To join the team, use code “85smyl.”

Michael Shoultz leads the organizational change management team for Enterprise Business Systems-Convergence. Shoultz graduated from the Naval Postgraduate School with a Master of Science in Systems Engineering Management. He is a Certified Business Process Management Professional, trained in Lean Six Sigma and Capability Maturity Model Integration. Shoultz has worked in industry and Joint organizations and is a former U.S. Army intelligence analyst.
At strategic seaports across the globe, the Military Surface Deployment and Distribution Command’s (SDDC) transportation battalions (TBns) plan, execute, and integrate surface deployment and distribution capabilities, execute installation support, and conduct port operations to project and sustain the armed forces in support of global warfighting requirements. In the summer of 2020, 842nd TBn received their first mobility warrant officer (MWO) to help facilitate strategic transportation. This article provides insight into the essential role of the TBn MWO in assisting the command and deploying customers better understand the strategic transportation process and requirements.
Within the 842nd TBn, the MWO is assigned to the battalion's current operations team. In practice, however, the MWO was useful for both current and future operations. The MWO's unique experience and subject matter expertise in strategic transportation best served the battalion by providing enterprise “end to end” distribution deployment synchronization. Deployment synchronization entails a high degree of unit movement data analysis toward addressing potential system errors and engagements throughout the Joint Deployment and Distribution Enterprise (JDEE). The MWO's efforts align the JDEE port operations and commercial strategic partner capabilities, including fort to port cargo timelines.

The MWO's deep unit movement data analysis prevented many problems and aided key stakeholder engagements, synchronizing fort to port cargo movement timelines. The TBn's MWO's embedded expertise operationalizes the time phased force deployment data (TPFDD), conveying a shared understanding between the tactical warfighter and SDDC strategic enablers. Too often, TPFDD maintenance occurs alongside active movement planning. The MWO has a harmonizing effect on resynchronizing changes in the planning cycle. Staying abreast of changes, coupled with longer lead times of strategic sealift operations, can come with uncertainty, but throughput requirements are met with a specialized skillset that the MWO possesses. This understanding assists with planning out the sealift requirements in a manner that is more conducive to the combatant commander's intent for the flow of critical combat equipment and associated cargo. The MWO has experienced-based foresight to get ahead of the challenges at the tactical level, which is used to balance essential capabilities of throughput within the strategic seaports.

For those outside the TBn, the MWO functions as a force multiplier, mentoring fellow MWOs on creating accurate movement data to improve unit deployment planning. The battalion has increased its ability to influence pre-deployment activities at the deploying unit's point of origin, positively impacting throughput efficiencies at the strategic seaports operated by the 842nd. The experience and professional networks that MWOs bring to the TBn will continue to impact the enterprise as the Army trains and prepares for large-scale combat operations.

While the deploying unit has an inherent responsibility to adopt best practices from their lessons learned, the MWO can directly assist units with knowledge of SDDC deployment requirements, Army-wide deployment systems, and strategic movement timeline benchmarks. While not all-inclusive, deploying units will have less difficulty in the deployment planning and execution process by emphasizing the following:

- Establish a resiliency command deployment discipline program with a bench to maintain a unit's readiness when personnel turnover occurs.
- Coordinate planning with SDDC representatives at the seaport no later than D-180, when timelines permit.
- Certify unit movement data accuracy within an organizational equipment list (OEL) submission against Computerized Movement Planning and Status System. Accuracy with OEL data drives the unit deployment list (UDL) validation. Late UDL validation delays obtaining proper fort to port conveyances and the actual deployment vessels. This endangers meeting the port call order and deployment timelines.
- Enter and assign or associate all secondary loads in the JDEE port order, entering the equipment to the required location by the JDEE port call order.
- Ensure all organization equipment list (OEL) submission against the organizational equipment list (OEL) submission against computerized movement planning and status system.
- Submit all sensitive items (DD 2890s) cargo alongside the scanned data in all weather conditions.
- Implement the port call order planning system (PCO-PS) when timelines permit.
- Understand friction points at seaports of embarkation (SPOE)/seaports of debarkation (SPOD).
- Understand friction points at seaports of embarkation (SPOE)/seaports of debarkation (SPOD). For example, weather (wind and rain) destroys paper-based military-shipping labels (MSL), often requiring units to reprint once the equipment arrives at port. Unit level purchase and use of Mylar MSLs to protect the scanned data in all weather conditions improve equipment processing efficiencies.
- Submit all sensitive items (DD 1907) and safety of life at sea memos no later than a week before cargo arrives at the SPOE/SPOD.
- Identify the right leadership and port support activity workforce to assist with cargo accountability, correct documentation, and maintenance issues.

SDDC TBns will continue to play a critical role in the throughput of military cargo for the foreseeable future. As the technical transportation experts for the Army, MWOs play a crucial role in unit deployments across the globe. SDDC MWOs must serve as trusted advisors, charged with the responsibility to understand the deployment processes through a progressive strategic lens. As technical leaders, they are subject matter experts and assist in synchronizing cargo deployment across counties and oceans. This key billet requires a great deal of engagement within the joint deployment and distribution enterprise to successfully deliver critical equipment to the required location by the combatant commander's delivery date.
Starting in August 2021, the Army Talent Management Task Force (ATMTF) partnered with the Combined Arms Support Command and Army Logistics University to develop a pilot build for the Career Mapping and Succession Planning Tool (CM/SP-T). The logistics branch is ideal for piloting this tool as it is both an operational and specialty branch with broad skill sets within three converging branches along with a high density of diverse backgrounds.

CM/SP-T Objectives

The CM/SP-T provides employees and leaders with a digital tool that puts the power of talent data in their hands. Through the tool, Soldiers will see how their talents align to positions, can visualize potential career paths, identify talent gaps, and pursue interventions to close them. Leaders also will be able to harness the power of aggregated talent data to make informed decisions about training, leader development, and succession planning.
Leveraging innovative assessments and utilizing artificial intelligence and machine learning, the CM/SP/T is designed to integrate with Integrated Personnel and Pay System-Army (IPPS-A) to inform and support data-rich talent management applications that span the entire human resource lifecycle.

The CM/SP-T applies the Army Talent Attribute Framework (ATAF) to identify talent demands at the position level, visualize best-fit talent alignment, and serve as a developmental tool to increase retention and readiness while defining new talent data requirements for IPPS-A. Our immediate objective for the logistics branch pilot build is to operationalize the ATAF as a proof of concept using an interactive career mapping capability based on a competency alignment algorithm that will leverage knowledge, skills, behaviors, and preferences (KSB-Ps) data.

CM/SP-T Building Blocks–KSB-Ps
KSB-Ps are unique to the individual Soldier and serve as inputs when aligning talent to positions across an Army career. KSB-P data will allow the CM/SP/T to illustrate potential matches or talent fit across positions, allow the individual to create one or more unique career paths (i.e., individual development plan), identify talent gaps and interventions, and enable developmental conversations with their leadership, mentors, or coaches. A comprehensive framework and robust talent data are required to document knowledge, skills, and behaviors (KSB) demands across positions. The ATAF is the common currency that will enable the development of algorithms for talent-based analytic tools.

The CM/SP-T competency alignment algorithm will show a dynamic comparison of the KSBs possessed by an individual at a point in time against the minimum KSB talent requirements needed to execute a potential job assignment(s) effectively. The CM/SP-T, at its foundation, is a mechanism to capture measurable and quantifiable KSB-P data that will:

- Allow Soldiers to visualize KSB fits and pathways to further career advancement.
- Allow branches, leaders, and career managers to see talent gaps in real-time and leverage talent data to develop officers, build teams, and support individual talent alignments.
- Enhance the algorithms’ ability to illustrate talent alignment over time for individuals and organizations.

CM/SP-T Status
The team closed out Phase 1 (July to December 2021), the project’s study phase, which included the deliverable skills matrix—underlining the preliminary KSB proficiency and criticality requirements for each of the 25 identified logistics branch positions across ranks of lieutenant through colonel. During Phase 2a (Jan. to June 2022), the team worked on the pilot development of a minimum viable product (MVP), which included the following workstreams and incorporated focus group efforts with Logistics Captains Career Course (LOG-C3) participants and subject matter expert (SME) inputs. It included:

- Competency Alignment Algorithm: work with Logistics Management Pro-ponency Office SMEs on algorithm logic aligning KSB requirements to positions, requiring the KSB Self-Report Survey for LOG-C3 students and KSB Supervisor Survey for LOG-C3 senior leaders.
- Preferencing Identification: work with LOG-C3 students and SMEs to identify drivers that influence Soldier’s decisions at different career junctions during their tenure, resulting in a Preference Survey (LOG-C3 participants) to facilitate focus group discussions for refinement.
- Succession Planning Discovery: building out use case wireframes for SME inputs to develop a leadership dashboard to support succession planning.
- CM/SP-T MVP Release 1 (Jun 2022): test with a pilot group (LOG-C3 participants).
- Phase 2b (July to Dec. 2022): migrate the instance to set up in the ArmyGovCloud for further testing and refining for MVP releases 2 and 3 with a tentative target group in mind—Command and General Staff College participants to be determined.

- Phase 2c (Jan. to June 2023) data: integration with IPPS-A and scaling MVP to other branches and components.

For more information, visit https://talent.army.mil or contact Talent Management at w urge.army-talent-management@army.mil.

Maj. Jung (Jae) S. Lee currently serves as a data scientist assigned to the Army Talent Management Task Force and the project lead for the Career Mapping and Succession Planning Tool. He holds a Master of Science in Operations Research from the Florida Institute of Technology and a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics and Statistics from Rutgers University.

Featured Photo
Soldiers from the 536th Support Maintenance Company, 324th Combat Sustainment Support Battalion, 25th Sustainment Brigade, stand in formation during a June 7, 2018, redeployment ceremony held for the unit at the battalion headquarters. (Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Heather A. Denby)
Strategic Mobility

GCSS-A Implementation Offers Efficient Issue of Equipment
• By Lt. Col. Ed Woo

S

tategic levers for commanders to win our nation’s wars are imperative, and one such lever is Army prepositioned stocks (APS). Field Manual 4-0, Sustainment Operations, states that prepositioned unit sets are equipment configured into unit sets (to include authorized stockage list), shop stock, and unit basic load, that are positioned ashore and afloat to reduce deployment response time and support the Army’s force projection strategy.

During the APS-4 transition from Army War Reserve Deployment System (AWRDS) to the enterprise resource planning system Global Combat Support System-Army (GCSS-A), its capabilities enhanced the speed of APS-4 issue. For years, Army Field Support Battalion Northeast Asia (AFSBn-NEA) issued APS-4 to support missions, including live-fire exercises, equipment draws, life support, and humanitarian relief. With careful planning and implementing control measures, GCSS-A optimized expeditious issue of APS-4 equipment. AFSBn-NEA conducted GCSS-A transition in three phases: planning and preparation, pre-fielding, and fielding.

Phase I: Planning and Preparation
Training. AFSBn-NEA prioritized training requirements and ensured all stakeholders developed a GCSS-A training and certification system (GTRAC) training plan and standardization of data input into AWRDS before transition. During this period, all stakeholders worked collaboratively to schedule venues and automation equipment for training facility requirements and completed web-based GTRAC training.

Department of Defense Activity Address Code (DODAAC) Recodification. Readiness efforts included organizing and managing unit sets, operational project stock (OPROJ), and sustainment stocks in APS-4 in a modernized automation system. Before data migration, the AFSBn-NEA readiness team ensured the re-codification of DODAACs that would synchronize with the GCSS-A database and its systems. By conducting site surveys and synchronizing with battalion and brigade key points of contact, DODAAC verification and re-codification were complete.

Data Transfer. To assist with the accuracy of data transfer in both supply and maintenance transactions,
AFSBn-NEA provided files for data input, authorized stock list, lateral property transfers, shop stock, and work orders. During this period, AFSBn-NEA prepared a data cleansing process of equipment across Camp Carroll, Camp Humphreys, Busan Storage Center in South Korea, and Sagami General Depot and Yokohama North Dock in Japan. AFSBn-NEA conducted data cleansing of OPROJ mismatches and duplicate serial numbers.

Conditions Checks. Six months before the target data migration date, AFSBn-NEA conducted condition checks with several elements including 403rd Army Field Support Brigade (AFSFB), Army Sustainment Command (ASC), the Product Manager GCSS-A (PEO Enterprise Information Systems and Army Data Analytics Platforms), and Combined Arms Support Command (CASCOM). The GCSS-A fielding team assisted in coordinating a detailed schedule as AFSBn-NEA completed training requirements during pre-fielding.

Supply Support Activities. During preparatory activities, AFSBn-NEA also transitioned into its management activities supply support activities (SSA), routing identifier codes (RIC) associated with the SSA's were established, and AFSBn-NEA conducted assessments after SSA implementation.

Phase II: Pre-Fielding CASCOM Oversight. Two months before data migration, CASCOM and the product manager team conducted the scorecard 60 days before execution. It helped ensure data reconciliation and cleansing before post go live activities at sites in Korea and Japan. The 403rd AFSB, ASC, product manager team, and CASCOM were intricately involved in the data cleansing process while equipment was transferred and became fully operational.

Care of Supplies in Storage (COSIS) Program. The COSIS program includes the maintenance and supply activities involved by executing exercise and cyclic maintenance procedures to ensure APS-4 stocks are serviceable at 10/20 standards. During the GCSS-A transition and the adjustment period, the COSIS program remained in sequence with the production schedule according to Technical Manual 38-470, Storage And Maintenance Of Army Prepositioned Stock Materiel. To adjust to the new system of record, the maintenance and supply divisions adapted GCSS-A metrics in its internal monthly readiness reporting.

Phase II: Pre-Fielding

During this period, several individuals provided support during walkthroughs and site surveys, including subject matter experts from ASC and the 19th Expeditionary Sustainment Command. The augmentation teams provided oversight, and enhanced GCSS-A migration and their involvement ensured validation of the data transfer and requirements.

Daily Working Groups. The daily synchronization forums during pre-fielding and fielding proved beneficial to data migration. This was the critical forum to ensure the de-confliction of numerous technical transactions with the collaborative team coordinating to create solutions.

Data Management. The data migration team helped ensure proper reporting and accountability procedures that impacted the Army materiel status system, maintenance master data file, and maintenance management information system.

Proof of Principle Restructuring of property accountability into GCSS-A provided a timely opportunity to test N-hour sequence procedures and contingency missions. This exercise allowed leaders to fuse the new systems into operations. Upon completion, managers demonstrated the effort and executed GCSS-A property transactions, evaluating system procedures and updating battle drills to incorporate GCSS-A. Codification of new standard operating procedures and velocity of employment of equipment proved that GCSS-A reduced draw time for warfighting units, accelerating the issue of APS-4 equipment to the warfighter, as evidenced in subsequent real-world missions.

Until August of 2021, AFSBn-NEA issued APS-4 equipment from AWRDS and manual procedures while the receiving tactical units conducted GCSS-A property accountability, as units turned APS-4 equipment back in, AFSBn-NEA inducted the equipment back into AWRDS. In September 2021, with GCSS-A migration and AWRDS deactivation, GCSS-A streamlined procedures, contributing to the speed of issue with GCSS-A to GCSS-A transactions and expediting the issue process for the warfighter.

During this transition period, AWRDS was deactivated, and AFSBn-NEA executed operational requirements in support of multiple partners and agencies in support of readiness exercises, including support to the Korea rotational force and live-fire validation exercises. By modernizing the logistics automation platform to GCSS-A, APS-4 draw procedures became more efficient, minimizing the time taken at the point of issue for supported units to be issued their equipment.

Benefits of the Transition One of the goals of the APS-4 program in AFSBn-NEA is to enable rapid employment of equipment in support of the warfighter. Transitioning APS-4 equipment across Northeast Asia to a new automation system proved to be a timely process. Still, it was able to be accomplished with the help of vested partners at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels. With GCSS-A implementation, units can be issued APS-4 equipment more efficiently in generating combat power.

Lt. Col. Edward K. Woo is currently attending the U.S. Army War College in Carlisle Barracks, PA. He previously commanded the Army Field Support Battalion-Northeast Asia. He holds a Bachelor of Science in Finance and Accounting from New York University, a master’s in administration from the University of Oklahoma, and a master’s in military arts and science from the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College. He holds a Bachelor of Science in Finance and Accounting from New York University, a master’s in administration from the University of Oklahoma, and a master’s in military arts and science from the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College. He holds a Bachelor of Science in Finance and Accounting from New York University, a master’s in administration from the University of Oklahoma, and a master’s in military arts and science from the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College.

Featured Photo Army Field Support Battalion-Northeast Asia Korean National employees, members of the 210th Field Artillery Brigade, and host nation contract drivers load Multiple Launch Rocket System for onward movement Jan. 20 at Camp Carroll, South Korea. The newly implemented Global Combat Support System, Army, enables units to better track, account for, and maintain equipment throughout the full spectrum of operations. (Photo by Hyoun-cho Chang)
Autonomous Vehicles

New Technology Revolutionizes Army’s Principles of Sustainment

- By Maj. Brian Mathews
In the April-June 2021 edition of Army Sustainment, Maj. Gen. Rodney Fogg noted, “Distributed sustainment operations require the ability to be responsive and to execute in a disaggregated manner with the capability to disconnect and operate independently.” His observation suggests future battlefields will be crisscrossed with drone-led resupply convoys delivering combat-sustaining ammunition, rations, and repair parts. The objectives of these interdependent missions, derived from algorithmic determinations of a commander’s intent, will be synchronized and integrated across air, land, sea, and non-physical domains. Distributed sustainment operations—enabled through an integrated network of autonomous vehicles (AV)—will fundamentally change how the Army conducts tactical sustainment. Therefore, the principles of sustainment must adapt to account for this autonomous revolution.

The Army trains to fight and win large-scale combat operations (LSCO). This environment is intense, lethal, and brutal. It includes complexity, chaos, fear, violence, fatigue, and uncertainty. LSCO will challenge leaders to adapt quickly to create and improvise to overcome obstacles will remain hallmarks of a successful sustainer.

The timeless nature of these principles is their greatest strength. However, autonomous warfare will change the nature of war, and autonomous combat support platforms change the overall calculus of sustainment and two principles: survivability and economy.

Survivability, in particular, will be less relevant. Along the supply lines of Iraq and Afghanistan, the enemy focused on preventing large, lumbering, slow-moving convoys traveling on established supply routes from reaching their destinations through improvised explosives devices (IEDs), a rudimentary form of automated combat. A Congressional Research Service study found that from 2006 to 2021, approximately 46% of service member deaths in Afghanistan resulted from IEDs. Semi-autonomous and autonomous vehicles offer the opportunity to significantly reduce the number of troops required to conduct a convoy. The Army is developing leader-follower technology, which allows a manned lead vehicle to travel along a route and have some semi-autonomous vehicles following along in the sequence. A hypothetical 20-vehicle convoy with a driver and assistant driver per vehicle equates to a massive reduction in required manpower from 40 Soldiers to two. Eventually, this leader-follower concept would be adapted so all vehicles are remotely driven, similar to remotely piloted drones, or are entirely autonomous, which will eliminate the risk of small squads of Soldiers crossing the battlefield on their own. Without Soldiers in the vehicles, commanders will be relieved from one of their most consequential decisions of ordering Soldiers into harm’s way.

The threat of offensive AVs is the strongest imperus that will drive the incorporation of AVs into tactical sustainment. In LSCO against a peer threat, the U.S. will no longer be guaranteed air superiority. Recent 21st-century conflicts, like the Nagorno-Karabakh, demonstrate how loitering drones can be applied with devastating results to static and unprotected targets. A downfall of large resupply convoys is their predictable movement along standard routes. Common defensive tactics like changing the route or time of travel will not be effective against one or two loitering drones positioned at bridges or crossroads. This threat will halt the resupply of the main effort and delay an advance. To address this challenge, the field of logistics must migrate away from the principle of economy and leverage the scale provided by an autonomous fleet.

Field Manual 4–0, Sustainment Operations, defines economy as “providing sustainment resources in an efficient manner that enables the commander to employ all assets to the greatest effect possible.” This principle will be replaced due to the widespread use of autonomous

A convoy of semi-autonomous palletized load system vehicles roll past attendees during a vehicle dedication ceremony April 10, 2019, at Fort Bliss, Texas, for 16 fallen Soldiers from the motor operator transport military occupational specialty. (Photo by Jerome Atila)}
vehicles. The days of large, double-digit vehicle convoys will be over, and a new principle will accompany this necessary transition: flooding the zone.

Flooding the zone requires leaders to think outside of historical precedents. Under this construct, AVs covering the last tactical mile will include a mix of multiple modes of transport to reduce the risk of route predictability and choke points. Micro convoys of one to three vehicles will transport large parts and fuel, while autonomous mules trekking over the countryside will carry secure saddlebags of food and ammunition. These movements will be complemented by air fleets of quad-copters carrying urgent repair parts. This network of automated logistics will be orchestrated to arrive within a precise window at the logistics release point.

While the U.S. is slowly exploring AVs, some adversaries are already using drones to achieve strategic results. Examples of this are China’s enduring presence on small remote outposts in the Himalayas and islands in the South China Sea. In these instances, resupply is conducted via drone on a routine or emergency basis and supports a strategic objective: maintaining an enduring presence in a sensitive location.

The principles of sustainment have served logisticians well throughout their history. However, they must adapt to the introduction of AVs to remain relevant in the next conflict. There are prudent steps the Army could take today that will set the conditions for incorporating AVs in the future—the first of which is educating the force on developing these new capabilities. Incorporating Army Futures Command emerging technology briefs into professional military education courses is one simple step to educating the force on any new developments, not simply AVs. A second step is incorporating the offensive and defensive impacts AVs will have on future conflicts into current military plans. By proactively incorporating AV guidance and implications into fundamental planning documents like the National Military Strategy, the Army and the joint force can better posture themselves for the future. The next great revolution of warfare is autonomous vehicles, and the side that embraces this technology first will have the upper hand.

Maj. Brian Mathews is a Joint Chiefs of Staff intern serving on the Army Staff in the Deputy Chief of Staff for Installations, G-9. He holds dual Bachelor of Science degrees in Economics and Supply Chain Management from the Pennsylvania State University and a Master of Policy Management from Georgetown University.
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An unmanned forklift moves cargo Aug. 25, 2019, around North Forward Operating Base, Camp Grayling, Michigan. (Photo by Jerome Aliotta)